
 

 
Evidence-based Practice Center Systematic Review Protocol 

Project Title: Treatments for Acute Pain: A Systematic Review 
 

I. Background and Objectives for the Systematic Review 

Pain is nearly universal, contributing substantially to morbidity, mortality, disability, and health 
care system burdens.1,2 Acute pain has been defined as “the physiologic response and experience 
to noxious stimuli that can become pathologic, is normally sudden in onset, time limited, and 
motivates behaviors to avoid actual or potential tissue injuries.”3 Acute pain usually lasts for less 
than 7 days but often extends up to 30 days;4 for some conditions, acute pain episodes may recur 
periodically. In some patients, acute pain persists to become chronic. Acute pain is ubiquitous 
following surgery.5 Pain is the most common reason for emergency department visits and is 
commonly encountered in primary care, other outpatient, and inpatient settings.2,6,7 
The key decisional dilemma in acute pain management involves selection of interventions to 
provide adequate pain relief, in order to improve quality of life, improve function, and facilitate 
recovery, while minimizing adverse effects and avoiding overprescribing of opioids.8 Evidence 
also suggests that adequate acute pain treatment may mitigate factors that promote the transition 
to chronic pain.3,9,10 However, shortcomings in acute pain care have been documented.11,12 In 
addition to the underlying cause of pain, patient factors that impact acute pain management 
include age, sex, race/ethnicity, pain severity, comorbidities (including mental health and 
substance use), genetic factors, pregnancy, or breastfeeding status.13-16 Timing of presentation 
and clinical setting can also influence acute pain management. For example, postoperative pain 
occurs at a specific point in time and is often managed with multimodal strategies in a monitored 
setting prior to discharge, whereas in outpatient clinic settings, timing of presentation is variable, 
and assessing treatment response is often not feasible. Additionally, access and care options may 
vary.1,8 Therefore, a treatment that is effective for one acute pain condition and patient in a 
particular setting may not be effective in others. 
Opioids, traditionally considered the most potent analgesics, are frequently used for acute pain. 
Therefore, acute pain management must be considered within the context of the current opioid 
crisis. Opioid prescribing quadrupled from 1999 to 2010; concurrently, the number of opioid 
analgesics deaths and opioid use disorder cases similarly rose sharply.17 In 2017, an estimated 
47,600 Americans died from opioid overdose (approximately 17,000 from prescription 
opioids18). Until recently, policy efforts have focused on opioids for chronic pain, but attention 
has increasingly shifted to use for acute pain. Recent data suggest an association between use of 
opioids for acute pain and persistent long-term use, with some evidence of a dose and duration-
response relationship.19-25 In addition, some studies indicate that opioids may not be more 
effective than nonopioid therapies for some acute pain conditions,26-30 and use of opioids may 
negatively affect recovery and function.31,32 Opioids prescribed for surgery and other acute pain 
conditions often go unused, a potential source for diversion and misuse.33-35 The 2016 Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guideline focused on chronic pain, but included one 
recommendation to limit opioids for acute pain in most cases to 3 to 7 days. This 
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recommendation was based on evidence showing an association between use of opioids for acute 
pain and long-term use.20 In the last several years, over 25 states have passed laws restricting 
prescribing of opioids for acute pain.21,36 Although data indicate some effects of policies in 
reducing opioid prescribing, studies on clinical outcomes are lacking. Concerns include the 
effectiveness of nonopioid treatment alternatives, potential undertreatment of acute pain, and 
other unintended consequences.37,38 A draft Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 
(AHRQ) Technical Brief (Treatment for Acute Pain: Evidence Map) identified a number of acute 
pain conditions for which evidence (from systematic reviews and original research) to inform 
treatment decisions is available, however it also noted that few reviews were sufficiently 
rigorous and comprehensive and that an up-to-date comprehensive systematic review would 
provide valuable information.39 

Purpose of the Review 

This systematic review will assess the comparative effectiveness of treatments and harms of 
opioid and nonopioid treatments for surgical and nonsurgical pain related to eight acute pain 
conditions (back pain, neck pain, other musculoskeletal pain, neuropathic pain, postoperative 
pain after discharge, dental pain, kidney stones, and sickle cell crisis). The intended audience 
includes the CDC, policy and decisionmakers, and clinicians who treat acute pain. A concurrent 
review addresses treatments for acute pain related to episodic migraines. 

II. The Key Questions  

Each Key Question (KQ) for this review focuses on a specific acute pain condition. The 
conditions and related subquestions are listed below: 

 
KQ1: Acute back pain (including back pain with radiculopathy)  
KQ2: Acute neck pain (including neck pain with radiculopathy)  
KQ3: Musculoskeletal pain not otherwise included in KQ1 or KQ2 (including fractures)  
KQ4: Peripheral neuropathic pain (related to herpes zoster and trigeminal neuralgia)  
KQ5: Postoperative pain after discharge 
KQ6: Dental pain (surgical and nonsurgical after discharge) 
KQ7: Kidney stones 
KQ8: Sickle cell crisis (episodic pain)  

 
For each condition above, we will address the following subquestions: 

Opioid Therapy 

a. What is the comparative effectiveness of opioid therapy versus: 1) nonopioid 
pharmacologic therapy (e.g., acetaminophen, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
[NSAIDs], antidepressants, anticonvulsants) or 2) nonpharmacologic therapy (e.g., exercise, 
cognitive behavioral therapy, acupuncture) for outcomes related to pain, function, pain relief 
satisfaction, and quality of life and after followup at the following intervals: less than 1 day; 
1 day to less than 1 week; 1 week to less than 2 weeks; 2 weeks to less than 4 weeks; 4 weeks 
or longer? 
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b. How does effectiveness of opioid therapy vary depending on: (1) patient demographics 
(e.g. age, race, ethnicity, gender); (2) patient medical or psychiatric comorbidities; (3) dose 
of opioids; (4) duration of opioid therapy, including number of opioid prescription refills and 
quantity of pills used; (5) opioid use history; (6) substance use history; (7) use of 
concomitant therapies? 
c. What are the harms of opioid therapy versus nonopioid pharmacologic therapy, or 
nonpharmacologic therapy with respect to: (1) misuse, opioid use disorder, and related 
outcomes; (2) overdose; (3) other harms including gastrointestinal-related harms, falls, 
fractures, motor vehicle accidents, endocrinological harms, infections, cardiovascular events, 
cognitive harms, and psychological harms (e.g., depression)? 
d. How do harms vary depending on: (1) patient demographics (e.g., age, gender); (2) patient 
medical or psychiatric comorbidities; (3) the dose of opioid used; (4) the duration of opioid 
therapy; (5) opioid use history; or (6) substance use history? 
e. What are the effects of prescribing opioid therapy versus not prescribing opioid therapy for 
acute pain on 1) short-term (<3 months) continued need for prescription pain relief, such as 
need for opioid refills, and 2) long-term opioid use (3 months or greater)? 
f. For patients with acute pain being considered for opioid therapy, what is the accuracy of 
instruments for predicting risk of opioid misuse, opioid use disorder, or overdose? 
g. For patients with acute pain being considered for opioid therapy, what is the effectiveness 
of instruments for predicting risk of opioid misuse, opioid use disorder, or overdose? 
h. For patients with acute pain being considered for opioid therapy, what is the effect of the 
following factors on the decision to prescribe opioids: (1) existing opioid management plans; 
(2) patient education; (3) clinician and patient values and preferences related to opioids; (4) 
urine drug screening; (5) use of prescription drug monitoring program data; (6) availability of 
close followup? 

Nonopioid Pharmacologic Therapy 

i. What is the comparative effectiveness of nonopioid pharmacologic therapy (e.g., 
acetaminophen, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [NSAIDs], antidepressants, 
anticonvulsants) versus: 1) other nonopioid pharmacologic treatments, such as those in a 
different medication class; or 2) nonpharmacologic therapy for outcomes related to pain, 
function, pain relief satisfaction, and quality of life after followup at the following intervals: 
<1 day; 1 day to <1 week; 1 week to <2 weeks; 2 weeks to less than 4 weeks; 4 weeks or 
longer? 
j. How does effectiveness of nonopioid pharmacologic therapy vary depending on: (1) patient 
demographics (e.g. age, race, ethnicity, gender); (2) patient medical and psychiatric 
comorbidities; (3) the type of nonopioid medication; (4) dose of medication; (5) duration of 
treatment? 
k. What are the harms of nonopioid pharmacologic therapy versus other nonopioid 
pharmacologic therapy, or nonpharmacologic therapy with respect to: (1) misuse, (2) 
overdose; (3) other harms including gastrointestinal-related harms, cardiovascular-related 
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harms, kidney-related harms, falls, fractures, motor vehicle accidents, endocrinological 
harms, infections, cognitive harms, and psychological harms (e.g., depression)? 
l. How do harms vary depending on: (1) patient demographics (e.g. age, gender); (2) patient 
medical comorbidities; (3) the type of nonopioid medication; (4) dose of medication; (5) the 
duration of therapy? 

Nonpharmacologic Therapy 

m. What is the comparative effectiveness of nonpharmacologic therapy versus sham 
treatment, waitlist, usual care, attention control, and no treatment after followup at the 
following intervals: less than 1 day; 1 day to less than 1 week; 1 week to less than 2 weeks; 2 
weeks to less than 4 weeks; 4 weeks or longer? 
n. What is the comparative effectiveness of nonpharmacologic treatments (e.g. exercise, 
cognitive behavioral therapy, acupuncture) for outcomes related to pain, function, pain relief 
satisfaction, and quality of life after followup at the following intervals: less than 1 day; 1 
day to less than 1 week; 1 week to less than 2 weeks; 2 weeks to less than 4 weeks; 4 weeks 
or longer? 
o. How does effectiveness of nonpharmacologic therapy vary depending on: (1) patient 
demographics (e.g. age, gender); (2) patient medical and psychiatric comorbidities? 
p. How do harms vary depending on: (1) patient demographics (e.g. age, gender); (2) patient 
medical and psychiatric comorbidities; (3) the type of treatment used; (4) the frequency of 
therapy; (5) the duration of therapy? 
 

Table 1. PICOTS  
Picots Element Inclusion Criteria 
Population Adults with acute pain related to the following conditions: 

1. Acute back pain (including back pain with radiculopathy) 
2. Acute neck pain (including neck pain with radiculopathy) 
3. Other musculoskeletal pain 
4. Peripheral neuropathic pain (related to herpes zoster and trigeminal neuralgia) 
5. Postoperative pain after discharge 
6. Dental pain 
7. Kidney stones 
8. Sickle cell crisis (episodic pain) 
 
*Special populations: 

 General adult 
 Older populations >65 years 
 Patients with history of substance use disorder 
 Patients currently under treatment for opioid use disorder with opioid 

agonist therapy or naltrexone 
 Patients with a history of psychiatric illness 
 Patients with history of overdose 
 Pregnant/breastfeeding women 
 Patients with comorbidities (e.g., kidney disease, sleep disordered 

breathing) 
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Picots Element Inclusion Criteria 
Interventions Opioid therapy:  

a-e. Any systemic opioid, including agonists, partial agonists, and mixed 
mechanism opioids.  
f. Instruments, genetic/metabolic tests for predicting risk of misuse, opioid use 
disorder, and overdose 
g. Use of risk prediction instruments, genetic/metabolic tests 
h. The following factors: (1) existing opioid management plans; (2) patient 
education; (3) clinician and patient values and preferences related to opioids; (4) 
urine drug screening; (5) use of prescription drug monitoring program data; (6) 
availability of close followup 
Nonopioid therapy: Oral, parenteral, or topical nonopioid pharmacological 
therapy used for acute pain (acetaminophen, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs, skeletal muscle relaxants, benzodiazepines, antidepressants, 
anticonvulsants, cannabis). 
Noninvasive nonpharmacological therapy: Noninvasive nonpharmacological 
therapies used for acute pain (exercise [and related therapies], cognitive 
behavioral therapy, meditation, relaxation, music therapy, virtual reality, 
acupuncture, massage, manipulation/mobilization, physical modalities 
[transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, ultrasound, braces, traction, heat, 
cold]) 

Comparators Opioid therapy:  
a-d. Usual care, another opioid, nonopioid drug, or noninvasive, 
nonpharmacological therapy 
e. Usual care, another opioid, nonopioid drug, or noninvasive, 
nonpharmacological therapy, no opioid/nothing prescribed 
f. Reference standard for misuse, opioid use disorder, or overdose; or other 
benchmarks 
g. Usual care 
h. Not utilizing the factors specified in interventions (h) above 
Nonopioid pharmacological therapy: 
Other nonopioid pharmacological therapy or noninvasive nonpharmacological 
therapy 
Noninvasive nonpharmacological therapy: 
Sham treatment, waitlist, usual care, attention control, and no treatment; or other 
noninvasive nonpharmacological therapy 

Outcomes Opioid therapy: 
a-d, g, i. Pain, function, pain relief satisfaction, and quality of life, harms, adverse 
events (including withdrawal, risk of misuse, opioid, opioid use disorder, 
overdose). 
e. Persistent opioid use  
f. Measures of diagnostic accuracy 
h. Opioid prescribing rates 
Nonopioid therapy: pain, function, pain relief satisfaction, quality of life and 
quality of life, harms, adverse events, opioid use 
Noninvasive nonpharmacological therapy: pain, function, pain relief 
satisfaction, quality of life and quality of life, harms, adverse events, opioid use 

Time of followup <1 day; 1 day to <1 week; 1 week to <2 weeks; 2 weeks to <4 weeks; ≥4 weeks 
Setting Emergency department (initiation of therapy and following discharge), 

physician’s office, outpatient or inpatient surgical center, dental clinic or oral 
surgery center, inpatient (sickle cell only) 

Study design All KQs: RCTs; in addition: 
e. cohort studies (for long-term opioid use)  
f. studies assessing diagnostic accuracy 
h. cohort studies and before-after studies assessing effects on prescribing rates 

Abbreviations: RCT = randomized controlled trial
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III. Methods  

Criteria for Inclusion/Exclusion of Studies in the Review  

The criteria for inclusion and exclusion of studies will be based on the Key Questions and are 
described in the previous PICOTS section. Key Questions on opioid and nonopioid therapy focus 
on comparative effectiveness because the effectiveness of analgesics for treating acute pain are 
well established. Key Questions on nonopioid therapies include comparisons against sham, 
waitlist, usual care, attention control, and no therapy due to greater uncertainty regarding their 
role in management of acute pain.   
Below are additional details on the scope of this project: 
Study Design: For all Key Questions, we will include randomized controlled trials (RCTs). For 
subquestion E, we will also include cohort studies that control for potential confounders and 
evaluate effects on long-term opioid use.  For subquestion F, we will include studies that 
evaluate the performance of a risk prediction instrument against a reference standard for opioid 
misuse, opioid use disorder, or overdose. For subquestion G, we will include RCTs, cohort 
studies, or before-after studies that evaluate effects on prescribing rates. For all KQs, we will 
exclude uncontrolled observational studies, case series, and case reports. Systematic reviews will 
be included as evidence if they are a strong match to a Key Question, PICOTS, and methods, and 
are assessed as being at low risk of bias, based on assessment using the AMSTAR-2 quality tool, 
on factors such as the methods used to conduct searches, select studies, abstract data, assess risk 
of bias, and synthesize data.40,41 If systematic reviews are included, we will update findings with 
new primary studies identified in our searches. Meta-analyses will be updated if the new 
evidence is of sufficient quality and quantity to impact conclusions, or if there is inconsistency 
between the findings of the new studies and the prior meta-analyses. If multiple systematic 
reviews are relevant and low risk of bias, we will select the most relevant, recent, and highest-
quality review or reviews; if more than one is included for a particular topic we will evaluate 
areas of consistency and inconsistency across the reviews.42  
Non-English Language Studies: We will restrict to English-language articles, but will review 
English-language abstracts of non-English language articles to identify studies that would 
otherwise meet inclusion criteria, in order to help assess for the likelihood of language bias.  

Searching for the Evidence: Literature Search Strategies for Identification of Relevant 
Studies to Answer the Key Questions  

Publication Date Range: Electronic searches for evidence were conducted in August 2019, and 
were conducted back to the inception of each database. Electronic searches will be updated while 
the draft report is out for public review to identify new publications. Literature identified during 
the updated search will be assessed by following the same process of dual review as all other 
studies considered for inclusion in the report. If any pertinent new literature is identified for 
inclusion in the report, it will be incorporated before the final submission of the report. 
Literature Databases: Ovid® MEDLINE®, PsycINFO®, Embase®, Cochrane Central Register of 
Controlled Trials, and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews will be searched to capture 
published literature. Search strategies for MEDLINE are available in Appendix 1. 
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Supplementing Searches: A Supplemental Evidence And Data for Systematic review (SEADS) 
portal will be available, and a Federal Register Notice will be posted for this review. 
Hand Searching: Reference lists of included articles will also be reviewed for includable 
literature. 
Contacting Authors: In the event that information regarding methods or results appears to be 
omitted from the published results of a study, or if we are aware of unpublished data, we will 
contact authors to obtain this information. 
Process for Selecting Studies: Pre-established criteria will be used to determine eligibility for 
inclusion and exclusion of abstracts in accordance with the AHRQ Methods Guide, based on the 
Key Questions and PICOTS.40 To ensure accuracy, all excluded abstracts will be dual reviewed 
to confirm exclusion. All citations deemed appropriate for inclusion by at least one of the 
reviewers will be retrieved. Each full-text article will be independently reviewed for eligibility 
by two team members, including any articles suggested by peer reviewers or that arise from the 
public posting process. Any disagreements will be resolved by consensus.  

Data Abstraction and Data Management  

After studies are selected for inclusion, data will be abstracted into categories that include but are 
not limited to: study design, year, setting, country, sample size, eligibility criteria, population and 
clinical characteristics, intervention characteristics, and results relevant to each Key Question as 
outlined in the previous PICOTS section. Information that will be abstracted that is relevant for 
assessing applicability will include the number of patients randomized relative to the number of 
patients enrolled, use of run-in or wash-out periods, and characteristics of the population, 
intervention, and care settings. All study data will be verified for accuracy and completeness by a 
second team member. A record of studies excluded at the full-text level with reasons for 
exclusion will be maintained.  

Assessment of Methodological Risk of Bias of Individual Studies  

Predefined criteria will be used to assess the quality of individual controlled trials, systematic 
reviews, and observational studies. Randomized and nonrandomized trials will be evaluated 
using criteria and methods developed by the Cochrane Back Review Group,43 cohort studies will 
be evaluated using criteria developed by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force,44 and studies 
of diagnostic accuracy will be assessed using QUADAS-2.45 Systematic reviews will be assessed 
using the AMSTAR-2 quality rating instrument on factors such as the methods used to conduct 
searches, select studies, abstract data, assess risk of bias, and synthesize data.41 These criteria and 
methods will be used in conjunction with the approach recommended in the chapter, Assessing 
the Risk of Bias of Individual Studies When Comparing Medical Interventions in the Methods 
Guide for Effectiveness and Comparative Effectiveness Reviews developed by the Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality.40 Studies will be given an overall rating of “good,” “fair,” or 
“poor.” 
Studies rated “good” are considered to have the least risk of bias, and their results are generally 
considered valid. Good-quality intervention studies include clear descriptions of the population, 
setting, interventions, and comparison groups; a valid method for allocating patients to treatment; 
low dropout rates and clear reporting of dropouts; appropriate means for preventing bias; and 
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appropriate measurement of outcomes. Good-quality diagnostic accuracy studies use unbiased 
methods to select patients; report interpretation of the index test without knowledge of the 
reference standard; report a predefined threshold for a positive index test; report use of an 
appropriate reference standard; apply the reference standard to all patients; report interpretation 
of the reference standard blinded to the results of the index test; and report low attrition.45  
Studies rated “fair” are susceptible to some bias, though not enough to invalidate the results. 
These studies may not meet all the criteria for a rating of good quality, but no flaw or 
combination of flaws is likely to cause major bias. The study may be missing information, 
making it difficult to assess limitations and potential problems. The fair-quality category is 
broad, and studies with this rating vary in their strengths and weaknesses. The results of some 
fair-quality studies are likely to be valid, while others may be only possibly valid. 
Studies rated “poor” have significant flaws that imply biases of various types that may invalidate 
the results. They have a serious or “fatal” flaw (or combination of flaws) in design, analysis, or 
reporting; large amounts of missing information; discrepancies in reporting; or serious problems 
in the delivery of the intervention. The results of these studies are at least as likely to reflect 
flaws in the study design as to show true difference between the compared interventions. We will 
not exclude studies rated poor quality a priori, but poor-quality studies will be considered less 
reliable than higher-quality studies when synthesizing the evidence, particularly if discrepancies 
between studies are present. 
Two team members will independently assess quality. Any disagreements will be resolved by 
consensus. 

Data Synthesis  

We will construct evidence tables showing study characteristics (as discussed above), results, 
and quality ratings for all included studies, and summary tables to highlight the main findings. 
Meta-analyses will be conducted to summarize data and obtain more precise estimates on 
outcomes for which studies are homogeneous enough to provide a meaningful combined 
estimate.46 The decision to conduct quantitative synthesis will depend on presence of at least two 
studies, completeness of reported outcomes and a lack of heterogeneity among the reported 
results. To determine whether meta-analyses are indicated, we will consider the quality of the 
studies and the heterogeneity among studies in design, patient population, interventions, and 
outcomes, and may conduct sensitivity analyses. Meta-analyses will be conducted using a 
random effects model. The Key Questions are designed to assess the comparative effectiveness 
and harms by patient demographics, medical and psychiatric comorbidities, pain types, treatment 
features and dosing strategies, though techniques including sensitivity and stratified analyses. 
Stratified analyses will also be conducted on characteristics pertaining to study design and 
setting (e.g., quality, geographic setting, clinical setting, study design type, use of crossover 
design).46 
Results will be presented separately for each Key Question/condition for the prespecified 
outcomes.  
The magnitude of effects for pain and function will be classified using the same system used in 
other recent AHRQ reviews conducted on pain.47-51 Using the same classifications provides a 
consistent benchmark for comparing results of pain interventions across reviews. In these 
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reviews, a small/slight effect is defined for pain as a mean between-group difference following 
treatment of 5 to 10 points on a 0- to 100-point visual analog scale (VAS), 0.5 to 1.0 points on a 
0- to 10-point numeric rating scale, or equivalent; for function as a mean difference of 5 to 10 
points on the 0- to 100-point Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) or 1 to 2 points on the 0- to 24-
point Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire (RDQ), or equivalent; and for any outcome as a 
standardized mean difference (SMD) of 0.2 to 0.5. A moderate effect is defined for pain as a 
mean difference of 10 to 20 points on a 0- to 100-point VAS, for function as a mean difference 
of 10 to 20 points on the ODI or 2 to 5 points on the RDQ, and for any outcome as an SMD of 
0.5 to 0.8. Large/substantial effects are defined as greater than moderate. We will apply similar 
thresholds to other outcomes measures. Small effects using this system may be below published 
thresholds for clinically meaningful effects; however, there is variability across individual 
patients regarding what constitutes a clinically meaningful effect, which is influenced by a 
number of factors such as preferences, duration and type of chronic pain, baseline symptom 
severity, harms, and costs. For some patients a small improvement in pain or function using a 
treatment with low cost or no serious harms may be important. 

Grading the Strength of Evidence for Major Comparisons and Outcomes  

Regardless of whether evidence is synthesized quantitatively or qualitatively, the strength of 
evidence for each Key Question/body of evidence will be initially assessed by one researcher for 
each clinical outcome (see PICOTS) by using the approach described in the AHRQ Methods 
Guide.40 To ensure consistency and validity of the evaluation, the strength of evidence will be 
reviewed by the entire team of investigators prior to assigning a final grade on the following 
factors: 

• Study limitations (low, medium, or high level of study limitations) 
• Consistency (consistent, inconsistent, or unknown/not applicable) 
• Directness (direct or indirect) 
• Precision (precise or imprecise)  
• Reporting bias (suspected or undetected) 

 
The strength of evidence will be assigned an overall grade of high, moderate, low, or insufficient 
according to a four-level scale by evaluating and weighing the combined results of the above 
domains: 

• High—We are very confident that the estimate of effect lies close to the true effect for 
this outcome. The body of evidence has few or no deficiencies. We believe that the 
findings are stable, i.e., another study would not change the conclusions. 

• Moderate—We are moderately confident that the estimate of effect lies close to the true 
effect for this outcome. The body of evidence has some deficiencies. We believe that the 
findings are likely to be stable, but some doubt remains. 

• Low—We have limited confidence that the estimate of effect lies close to the true effect 
for this outcome. The body of evidence has major or numerous deficiencies (or both). We 
believe that additional evidence is needed before concluding either that the findings are 
stable or that the estimate of effect is close to the true effect. 

• Insufficient—We have no evidence, we are unable to estimate an effect, or we have no 
confidence in the estimate of effect for this outcome. No evidence is available or the body 
of evidence has unacceptable deficiencies, precluding reaching a conclusion.  
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Assessing Applicability  

Applicability will be assessed in accordance with the AHRQ Methods Guide,52 which is based 
on the PICOTS framework. Applicability addresses the extent to which outcomes associated 
with an intervention are likely to be similar across different patients and settings in clinical 
practice based on the populations, interventions, comparisons, and outcomes evaluated in the 
studies. For example, exclusion of acute pain patients with psychiatric comorbidities reduces 
applicability to clinical practice since many patients with chronic pain have such comorbidities, 
and may respond more poorly to treatment. Similarly, trials that use active run-in periods 
evaluate highly selected populations who tolerated and responded well to the study intervention, 
rather than the general population of acute pain patients being considered for the intervention. 
The following factors that may affect applicability have been identified and include eligibility 
criteria and patient factors (e.g., demographic characteristics [age, sex, race/ethnicity, 
socioeconomic status, prior use of opioids], duration or severity of pain, presence of medical and 
psychiatric comorbidities [including prior substance use history], event rates and symptom 
severity in treatment and control groups), intervention factors (e.g., dose and duration of therapy, 
intensity and frequency of monitoring, level of adherence support, use of co-interventions), 
comparisons (e.g., type of comparator [e.g., placebo, waitlist, usual care, or no therapy; type of 
non-opioid pharmacological therapy; type of nonpharmacological therapy], effectiveness and 
feasibility of active comparators), outcomes (e.g., use of unvalidated or nonstandardized 
outcomes, measurement of short-term or surrogate outcomes), settings (e.g., clinical setting, 
country), and study design features (e.g., use of run-in periods or crossover design). We will use 
this information to assess the situations in which the evidence is most relevant and to evaluate 
applicability to real-world clinical practice in typical U.S. settings, summarizing applicability 
assessments qualitatively. 
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Appendix 1. MEDLINE Search Strategies 
 
Treatment effectiveness and harms 
1. Pain/  
2. Acute Pain/  
3. Pain Management/  
4. (acute adj3 pain).ti,ab,kf.  
5. exp back pain/ or exp musculoskeletal pain/ or neck pain/ or exp neuralgia/ or exp Facial Pain/ 
or exp Nephrolithiasis/ or exp Anemia, Sickle Cell/ or Pain, Postoperative/  
6. (back or spine or spinal or radicular or neck or musculoskeletal or fracture* or neuropathic or 
neuralgia or neuropathy or sciatica or "dental pain" or "ondotogenic pain" or "kidney stone*" or 
urolithiasis or nephrolithiasis or "sickle cell" or "postoperative pain").ti,ab,kf.  
7. treatment outcome/  
8. exp Therapeutics/  
9. (dh or dt or pc or rh or th).fs.  
10. (treatment or therap* or intervention*).ti,ab,kf.  
11. (or/1-4) and (5 or 6) and (or/7-10)  
12. exp cohort studies/  
13. cohort$.tw.  
14. controlled clinical trial.pt.  
15. epidemiologic methods/  
16. limit 15 to yr=1966-1989  
17. exp case-control studies/  
18. (case$ and control$).tw.  
19. or/12-14,16-18  
20. randomized controlled trial.pt.  
21. (random* or placebo* or control* or trial or blind*).ti,ab.  
22. (animals not humans).sh.  
23. (comment or editorial or meta-analysis or practice-guideline or review or letter).pt.  
24. (20 or 21) not (22 or 23)  
25. review.pt.  
26. (medline or medlars or embase or pubmed or cochrane).tw,sh.  
27. (scisearch or psychinfo or psycinfo).tw,sh.  
28. (psychlit or psyclit).tw,sh.  
29. cinahl.tw,sh.  
30. ((hand adj2 search$) or (manual$ adj2 search$)).tw,sh.  
31. (electronic database$ or bibliographic database$ or computeri?ed database$ or online 
database$).tw,sh.  
32. (pooling or pooled or mantel haenszel).tw,sh.  
33. (peto or dersimonian or der simonian or fixed effect).tw,sh.  
34. or/26-33  
35. 25 and 34  
36. meta-analysis.pt.  
37. meta-analysis.sh.  
38. (meta-analys$ or meta analys$ or metaanalys$).tw,sh.  
39. (systematic$ adj5 review$).tw,sh.  
40. (systematic$ adj5 overview$).tw,sh.  
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41. (quantitativ$ adj5 review$).tw,sh.  
42. (quantitativ$ adj5 overview$).tw,sh.  
43. (quantitativ$ adj5 synthesis$).tw,sh.  
44. (methodologic$ adj5 review$).tw,sh.  
45. (methodologic$ adj5 overview$).tw,sh.  
46. (integrative research review$ or research integration).tw.  
47. or/36-46  
48. 35 or 47  
49. 19 or 24 or 48  
50. 11 and 49  
 
Risk prediction and mitigation 
1. Pain/  
2. Acute Pain/  
3. Pain Management/  
4. (acute adj3 pain).ti,ab,kf.  
5. exp back pain/ or exp musculoskeletal pain/ or neck pain/ or exp neuralgia/ or exp Facial Pain/ 
or exp Nephrolithiasis/ or exp Anemia, Sickle Cell/ or Pain, Postoperative/  
6. (back or spine or spinal or radicular or neck or musculoskeletal or fracture* or neuropathic or 
neuralgia or neuropathy or sciatica or "dental pain" or "ondotogenic pain" or "kidney stone*" or 
urolithiasis or nephrolithiasis or "sickle cell" or "postoperative pain").ti,ab,kf.  
7. (or/1-4) and (5 or 6)  
8. exp Analgesics, Opioid/  
9. opioid*.ti,ab,kw.  
10. (buprenorphine or codeine or fentanyl or hydrocodone or hydromorphone or methadone or 
morphine or oxycodone or oxymorphone or tapentadol or tramadol).ti,ab,kw,sh,hw.  
11. or/8-10  
12. exp Opioid-Related Disorders/  
13. (opioid adj2 (abuse or addict* or misuse or diversion)).ti,ab,kf.  
14. 12 or 13  
15. 7 and (11 or 14)  
16. Decision Support Techniques/  
17. "Predictive Value of Tests"/  
18. Prognosis/  
19. Risk Assessment/  
20. Risk Factors/  
21. Proportional Hazards Models/  
22. "Reproducibility of Results"/  
23. "Sensitivity and Specificity"/  
24. (sensitivity or specificity or accuracy).ti,ab,kf.  
25. (risk and (predict$ or assess$)).ti,ab,kf.  
26. or/16-25  
27. Patient Compliance/  
28. Health Services Misuse/  
29. Substance Abuse Detection/  
30. Drug Monitoring/  
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31. (urine adj7 (screen$ or test$ or detect$)).ti,ab,kf.  
32. Contracts/  
33. Patient Education as Topic/  
34. Drug Overdose/  
35. or/27-34  
36. risk$.ti,ab,kf.  
37. ("risk evaluation and mitigation" or "rems").ti,ab,kf.  
38. Risk Reduction Behavior/ or Risk/  
39. or/36-38  
40. 26 or 35 or 39  
41. 15 and 40  
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